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Abstract

It has been hypothesized that storage security and net-
work security are essentially the same, at least insofar as
mapping solutions from one domain in a straightforward
manner to the other. We discuss similarities and differences
that shed some doubt on the propriety of equating the two.
While there are many ways to apply methods from one do-
main to another, there are fundamental differences between
data at rest and data in motion. Storage is often an end-
point as well as a link, and it requires different treatment
under such circumstances.
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1. Introduction

It seems at first glance that protecting data when it is
shipped from one place to another should be similar to pro-
tecting data when it is stored. There is a body of crypto-
graphic algorithms and security procedures that seems ap-
plicable to both cases, through straightforward data wrap-
ping. Data that is secured against tampering should remain
secure whether the parties at each end are separated in a
spacelike (network) or a timelike (storage) fashion.

According to this view, the network or storage device is
simply a path from one counterparty to another. The net-
work or storage device is not itself a party to the communi-
cation. While simple and elegant, this point of view presup-
poses several relevant conditions, such as knowledge of the
counterparties at each end.

These and other assumptions can oversimplify the stor-
age security setting, often invalidating the reliance on direct
application of network-oriented solutions. For example, the
future counterparties might not exist at the time the data is
stored. Moreover, the sender might not exist at the time the
data is accessed. Yet certain cryptographic algorithms for

network protection require interaction – key exchange be-
ing among the obvious examples.

Thus, viewing storage devices simply as a link between
ultimate endpoints is conceptually useful but incomplete.
There are many reasons to question whether storage is it-
self an endpoint.

To arrive at a reasonable state of affairs for storage se-
curity, it will be necessary to consider the degree to which
the extensive library of protection mechanisms developed
for networking environments can be leveraged to the stor-
age world. The observations made here are intended to mo-
tivate and facilitate the necessary exploration and debate.

2. Symmetries

There is a natural symmetry between the spaceshifting
of data, or network communication, and the timeshifting of
data, or storage. In each case, a source endpoint and a des-
tination endpoint are separated by a path, and one can con-
sider two principal events on a coarse scale: the generation
of a message at the source, and its receipt at the destination.
Drawing the analogy to relativity, the characteristic feature
is whether those two events differ primarily in their spatial
coordinates or primarily in their temporal coordinates.

Naturally, this is a very coarse view, but it suggests that
communication and storage are somehow inherently sym-
metric. Threats and damage to data should somehow be
proportional to the “space-time” distance between the two
events: hazards accumulate against data at rest for a long
time as well as against data moving for a short time over a
long distance.

The field of data reliability indeed exhibits these sym-
metries. A Reed-Solomon code [17] applies equally well to
transmitting data over wires as to encoding it on tape tracks
for long-term storage, for example. The tracks are located
near each other but there is an assumption that errors will
be localized within tracks. One can carry the analogy fur-
ther in both directions, such as Rabin’s Information Disper-



sal Algorithm (IDA) [16], which takes each component of
a codeword and separates it spatially to a much larger ex-
tent, yet maintaining the intent to store over long time peri-
ods.

The important measure is the number of components that
are ultimately corrupted, not where (or when) they have
been. Intuitively, the number of errors is related to the de-
gree of exposure to noise, regardless of whether that noise
accumulated during a distant trip or a lengthy rest.

Confidentiality. While robustness and availability are cor-
nerstones of security, confidentiality is equally important.
Interestingly, the symmetry between time and space arises
in similar techniques for protecting confidentiality. Blakley
and Shamir’s secret sharing techniques split a confidential
value into several pieces, essentially using a random error
correcting code, and disperse those values to different par-
ties [2, 21]. The randomization introduces an extra property:
no sufficiently small subset of the parties can obtain any in-
formation whatsoever about the stored value.

In fact, one can extend the same procedures to protect
communications across large distances by using separate
paths [5]. As long as fewer than some threshold number of
paths are compromised, the message arrives not only intact
(i.e. recoverable) but perfectly confidential as well.

When one turns to more straightforward cryptographic
methods for protecting information, there is usually little
distinction made between whether a message is scrambled
for communication or storage. The same body of algorithms
is loosely applied. Microsoft’s NTFS file encryption mech-
anisms use the Data Encryption Standard (DES, or 3DES)
in as facile a manner as any banking network’s transmis-
sions [13].

Some Notation. A senderS and receiverR have natu-
ral analogies in the storage setting, whom we label the
“storer” (for alliteration) and retriever. Simple communi-
cation consists of two events:(S) senderS sends a mes-
sagem, and (R) receiverR receives a message (hope-
fully m). Likewise, simple storage consists of two events:
(S) storer S stores a documentm, and (R) receiverR
retrieves a document (hopefullym). Let time (E) denote
the time at which eventE occurred, and letloc (E) denote
where. (These are intended to be loose, informal notations;
a send/store/receive/retrieve “event” could span a presum-
ably short period of time.)

3. Symmetry Breaking

The loose correspondence between communication and
storage starts to break down in the details. Let us consider a
few primary categories:

• Link or Endpoint. Is storage merely a channel or is it
a third party of its own right?

• Access Control.How are the desires of the “owner” of
the data reflected, even when the owner may no longer
be present?

• Key Management.Do the symmetries in data treat-
ment extend to the treatment of the keys used for pro-
tection?

• Data Behavior.Are there empirically different charac-
teristics of data that is transmitted as opposed to stored,
and does this change how protection is implemented?

• Architectural Implications. Is there an advantage to
separating storage and communication “layers,” and
what implications are there of applying optimizations
from one domain to another?

In each of these categories there is a collection of rea-
sons to consider storage as essentially different than net-
work communication. Shifting data over long times starts to
look different than sending it quickly over long distances. In
timeshifting, there is less homogeneity in the environment
from source to destination: involved parties change, algo-
rithms change, keys change. Most significantly, however,
timeshifting permits only one-way communication from
sender to receiver, which eliminates a large portion of the
techniques that can be applied in networking environments.
Finally, even when physics might suggest deep equivalences
between time and space or electricity and magnetism, there
are significant engineering reasons to treat these concepts
differently. The same applies to storage and networking.

4. Storage as Endpoint

A now-standard maxim in the field of data security is
to secure the data from end-to-end rather than protecting
each link in a path [19]. Trusting intermediate links or nodes
is generally a disadvantage, because it introduces weakest-
link or weakest-node vulnerability. The natural inclination
is to treat storage in the same way, relegating storage to the
status of a link “in time,”i.e.between the storage event and
the retrieval event. If storage and networking security are
symmetric, then this practice is appealing; but we must con-
sider whether the symmetries suffice.

4.1. Non-Interactive Communication

The most immediate breakdown in the apparent symme-
try between storage and networking is in the one-way nature
of the storage-based communication path. In a pair of com-
munication events(S,R), there may well be interaction be-
tweenS andR. But in a pair of storage events(S,R), the
storerS cannot generally be assumed to be available.

There is an aspect of this distinction that, at a philosophi-
cal level, is a red herring. Indeed, a storerS might no longer



exist when the retrieval eventR occurs. Likewise, the re-
trieverR might not exist when the storage eventS occurs.
But are these observations significant?

In the communication setting, there are characteristics
that do not appear in the storage setting. Whereas a re-
triever may reasonably be the same as the storer, it is gen-
erally meaningless to have a receiver who is the same as a
sender. In addition to triviality, it seems to suggest being in
two places at once. Thus there are some lightweight, obvi-
ous differences between timeshifting and spaceshifting.

In and of themselves, these properties simply echo
the definition of a communication-like data shift versus a
storage-like data shift. The question, then, is not whether
they are different (inherently, by definition, they are dif-
ferent) but whether the differences are pertinent. In other
words, we wish to avoid basing our distinctions between
storage and networking security circularly on the defini-
tional aspects, but we may wish instead to explore whether
there are significant consequences of those differences.

That said, there are at least two significant consequences
of the inaccessibility of the storerS. First, in some way, the
desires of the original storerS should somehow carry for-
ward in time (and perhaps, adaptively) to the moment at
which the retrieverR requests access to the data. We will
explore further implications of this in a moment.

Second, the particular implementations of data protec-
tion may be impossible to carry out if the storerS is not
present – even though they work in the communications set-
ting. For example, a Diffie-Hellman key exchange can be
carried out between contemporaneousS andR but not be-
tween time-separatedS andR.

4.2. Access Control

Even though the storer may no longer be present, his de-
sires should carry forward to determine whether a given re-
triever can obtain the data. Those desires may be adaptive,
in the sense that they may be dependent on events that oc-
cur in the meantime, or that they may be applied to a re-
triever who was unknown toS at the time of storage.

One can identify two main paradigms for applying ac-
cess control. Inprogrammaticaccess control, applications
are equipped with the means to make their own access de-
cisions using whatever criteria, policies, and specialized
mechanisms that are deemed appropriate. A wide variety
of application-specific policies can be supported, and appli-
cations may be expected to remain present to guide access
to protected data.

In a declarativeapproach, common access methods are
configured and the principals and data are described in
a common representation. Generally, an access protection
system such as an operating system stands between the

principal who requests access and the data or operation re-
quested.

To implement programmatic access control in the stor-
age setting, an agent of some sort needs to remain present.
To some degree this begs the question: it essentially requires
S to stay around and gatekeep. Naturally, only those access-
decision portions ofS might need to be captured.

To implement declarative control, the medium must
graduate from a dumb link to a more intelligent access con-
trol mechanism. File servers and network-attached storage
are good examples. A common, simple language for access
control and a recognized set of principals are basic compo-
nents.

4.3. Proxy for the Sender

Assembling these observations, we come to the conclu-
sion that a storage security solution generally requires some
sort of proxy for the sender. There are needs that arise from
the adaptive nature and desires of the storer as well as from
the unavoidable requirements of specific implementations.

Access control seems to demand either a boiled-down
adaptive version of the sender (for flexible programmatic
control) or a common protection mechanism (for manage-
able declarative control).

Cryptographic mechanisms may demand interactive pro-
tocols betweenS andR which are by nature impossible to
apply in the storage setting.

Having a proxy for the sender, of course, is essentially
like promoting the storage “channel” to a third party. In or-
der to maintain the sender’s desires over time even when
the sender is absent, and in order to maintain the ability
to engage in further cryptographic interactions, the storage
channel must arguably be an endpoint – security maxims
notwithstanding.

5. Key Management and Trust Management

We have mentioned that certain cryptographic protocols
may require interaction which is impossible across a tempo-
ral gap (i.e.between an arbitrary storer and retriever). There
are other implementation-related security aspects which dif-
ferentiate a temporal gap (wheretime (R) − time (S) is
large) from a spatial gap (wheretime (R) − time (S) is
small, whileloc (R) − loc (S) may be large). These dif-
ferences strengthen the separation between storage security
and network security.

While it is important to employ tested cryptographic al-
gorithms, managing keys and trust is an essential aspect of
security. Efforts are needed to ensure that key information
is not unnecessarily exposed. To ensure proper access con-
trol, it is also necessary to maintain reliable mappings from
identities to keys. As time goes by, secret information can



leak and reliable data can become stale. As discussed below,
however, time has different impact on privacy versus relia-
bility: slowly dissipating information works against privacy
but can work for consensus on reliable information. This
means that certain hierarchical methods for key and trust
management that work in networking may not work as nat-
urally for storage.

5.1. Security Properties

Short-lived, session keys provide a way to protect against
long-term exposure. SenderS and receiverR establish a
temporary key to perform the direct encryption of mes-
sages. Typically, long-lived keys are used to establish the
session keys. This process reduces the amount of clear and
cipher text associated with any given key, and it allows op-
timizations based on empirical efficiency differences be-
tween symmetric and public-key cryptosystems.

Because the session keys are short-lived, they can be dis-
posed after the session is complete, removing one vulnera-
bility that an attacker might capitalize on. Where public-
key cryptosystems are used, receivers must maintain the se-
crecy of their decryption keys, but this is a much smaller
amount of information to manage than a collection of sym-
metric keys for per-association or per-message encryptions.

Because confidentiality is bootstrapped from personally-
held asymmetric private keys, the authenticity and integrity
of the public keys are more prominent issues. The public
keys are, of course, public – which vastly simplifies their
management, since one need not worry about their slow or
eventual leakage. Without concerns over privacy, the task
of ensuring that all participants share common informa-
tion reliably (e.g. a mapping from IDs to public keys) is
achievable in a more robust fashion, for example by spread-
ing it to many repositories. It is inherently difficult to pre-
vent repositories from exposing information; it is inherently
easier to prevent repositories from forging false signatures.
(Staleness, especially in the form of revoked directory in-
formation, is a more thorny issue; but it, too, is addressable
throughgreater information sharing rather thanrestricting
information sharing.)

In short, authenticity and integrity are an important cur-
rency in public-key architectures, where the natural pressure
toward information “leakage” is desirable (to propagate au-
thentic, fresh information) rather than a liability (compro-
mise of multiple, confidential keys).

As in the case of interactive cryptosystems discussed ear-
lier, however, there is an obstacle in the storage setting: the
receiving/retrieving party may be unknown at the time of
storage. This is not merely an aspect of a particular, in-
teractive cryptographic operation but a fundamental obsta-
cle. There is no simple way to establish a “session” at the
moment of storage with an unknown or non-existent future

counterparty (without, of course, having a long-lived proxy
agent as discussed in§4.3).

5.2. Re-encryption

Let us set aside the management issue of how to allow
and enable an initially unspecified future retriever to learn
the decryption key. A central problem is that if there is a sin-
gle keyk for the association(S, R,m), the key remains vul-
nerable over a long period.

Re-encryption of stored data is, in part, the conceptual
equivalent of a session between networked counterparties.
There are several motivations.

If storage is indeed an intermediate endpoint, then the
responsibility for protecting confidentiality is shifted to the
storage system. By re-encrypting the data, there is less vul-
nerability to exposure through compromise by the storerS;
the storerS can dispose of secret key information and avoid
further sensitive management.

A second motivation includes the slow radiation of secret
information. An intricate system is akin to atomic decay: a
variety of vulnerabilities can conspire to expose sensitive
information at unpredictable moments. (What is important
about this imprecise characterization is that it reflects unpre-
dictable but gradual leakage through imperfect implementa-
tion, as opposed to direct cryptanalytic attack, for instance.)
Re-encryption of the same data items over time helps to pro-
tect against such gradual loss [9, 4].

Finally, cryptographic algorithms and modes evolve over
time. Specific examples such as DES may eventually come
to be regarded as weak, as cryptanalytic knowledge or com-
puting power expands. Network communications usually
take less than 30 years to complete (AOL notwithstanding),
but confidential legal documents may need to be stored for
that long. Storage systems may therefore need to accommo-
date re-encryption due to algorithm changes, not just secret-
key vulnerability.

5.3. Heterogeneity of Timeshifting, Homogeneity
of Spaceshifting

Taken together, there is a variety of reasons why shift-
ing data through time is a more heterogeneous process than
communicating it across space. In the gap between the stor-
age eventS and the retrieval eventR, a large number of
contingencies can evolve.

In addition to the greater need to maintain secrecy (be-
cause the retrieving endpoint is unknown) as opposed to
merely authenticity/integrity, and in addition to the evolu-
tion of algorithms as discussed above, there are also trust
issues. The access control decision may be based on when a
retrieverR requests access,e.g.when the retriever is sub-
scribing to a data service. The link between a retriever’s



identity and the cryptographic information (such as signing
or encryption keys) employed to grant access can change
over time, such as when a digital certificate is revoked or a
certification authority is compromised.

The heterogeneity of the path across time seems to re-
quire more direct and persistent attention than a short-lived
connection across space. Issues of key management, algo-
rithm evolution, and trust management over time suggests
a role for storage systems as an endpoint rather than a link
that is “locked out” from the real action.

6. Data Characteristics

In a network setting, messages are treated as individual
units, encrypted and authenticated as a whole. Even when
a message is repeated, it is typically encrypted again along
with a nonce to ensure freshness and avoid replay.

Files, on the other hand, are manipulated in a more lo-
cal and piecewise fashion. Reads and writes operate on por-
tions of the file, and not necessarily in sequential order. Un-
like the issuing of a new message, each file modification
does not result in a complete rewriting of the file. It would
be highly impractical to consider each successive version of
a file as somehow equivalent to a network message.

A natural intermediate ground is to treat storage blocks
as the analogous unit to a network message. In persistent
storage systems (as opposed to volatile memory), blocks
are read or written as an atomic unit. File storage proto-
cols such as ATA or SCSI do not issue byte level changes.
In this regard, encrypting and ensuring integrity might be
able to leverage network techniques.

Nevertheless, the integrity of a file as a whole must be en-
sured, requiring some way to tie together the various blocks
that comprise it. Data structures and cryptographic modes
need to be optimized for arbitrary sequences of changes, un-
like the stream-oriented optimizations suitable for network
message passing.

Basing the confidentiality of a file, however, on the con-
fidentiality of its constituent blocks, however, is a weak ap-
proach. Observing the existence of changes in the first block
of a file, say, is tantamount to a side channel, and it violates
cryptographic standards for confidentiality (such as IND-
CPA security [1]).

The data access patterns that characterize storage as op-
posed to message passing will require new mechanisms
with new optimizations, or a strict weakening of the secu-
rity levels afforded to network settings. It remains to be seen
whether the random-access, incremental nature of storage
data patterns can be accommodated with similar ease to that
of message streaming. Note that this is not merely a crypto-
graphic issue but also one of client complexity and possibly
key management.

Of course, one cannot saya priori that achieving equal
performance is impossible, but it does suggest difficulty in
equating storage security and network security.

7. Architectural Implications

In the OSI networking model, there are seven distinct
layers with distinct levels of abstraction. Yet it might be said
that they share one simple task: shipping bits from one place
to another.

In the same vein, storage security and network security
share one simple task: protecting bits in transit from one
place or time to another. The central architectural question
is whether the methods for protecting bits are essentially the
same when they are shipped through space as when they are
shipped through time.

Arguably, the underlying toolset is similar. Crypto-
graphic methods are central. Thus, unlike the sharp distinc-
tion between wire voltage encodings (OSI layer 1) and ses-
sion establishment (OSI layer 5), the degree or depth of ab-
straction is not much different. Perhaps network security
and storage security are close enough cousins to be assigned
to one floor of the architecture.

If so, however, we argue that there should be at least two
distinct rooms on that floor. While there are superficial sim-
ilarities and a common gene pool, the features and needs are
sufficiently divergent to warrant separation.

Reflections on Architecture.An architectural model such
as OSI is intended to achieve several goals. One is that of
comprehension: an engineer should be able to grasp the gen-
eral workings of a system and to operate at a given level
of abstraction without overwhelming complexity. Another
is to ensure that work on one component can proceed in-
dependently of work at another, with coordination through
well-defined interfaces.

An aspect of this organization is that knowledge and
techniques developed within a partition can be mapped to
similar instances within that partition. Thus, for example,
there are many techniques for session establishment, yet
they share sufficient commonality that experience and op-
timizations for one style of session can be mapped (or lend
understanding) to another.

Confluence or Turbulence.The topic of of ”security” is
conceptually distinct from other architectural concerns. The
question is whether “network security” is sufficiently dis-
tinguishable from “storage security.” Let us touch on exam-
ples where blurring the two – carrying optimizations from
one setting to the other – can lead to unforeseen vulnerabil-
ities.

A natural way to secure stored data is to encrypt it on
disk. An early example of this is Blaze’s Cryptographic
File System [3], a local file-encryption system. Other vari-



ants with file-level or full-device encryption and network
support can be found in further work,e.g. CryptFS [23],
Secure Drive [22], Gutmann’s Secure FileSystem [8], PG-
Pdisk [15], Secure File System [12], Hughes’et al’s Secure
File System [11], Cepheus [6], Microsoft Encrypting File
System [13], Secure Network Attached Disks [14].

Alternative approaches store cleartext data and encrypt it
for transmission across networks,e.g.Andrew File System
[10] Networked Attached Secure Disks [7], iSCSI [20]. The
Microsoft EFS also decrypts the stored data and re-encrypts
it for network transmission.

When storage and network security are commingled, it
is tempting to optimize performance by transmitting the
stored, encrypted file directly across the network. Indeed,
many of the systems listed above do precisely that. It can
be argued that this saves on the costs of apparently unnec-
essary re-encryption [18].

This introduces vulnerabilities unnecessarily, however.
A network eavesdropper can tell whether the file has
changed between different retrievals. Such side channel in-
formation is not available in a layered approach, where
a disk-encrypted file is re-encrypted by a network secu-
rity layer. By using a nonce or incremented IV, a network-
encrypted message avoids leaking replay information (up to
length).

A commingled approach jumbles vulnerability models.
An eavesdropper on the Internet is not the same as an in-
truder with read-access to a disk behind a firewall. Yet the
optimization of using disk-encryption alone will provide
the weak Internet eavesdropper with otherwise unavailable
powers.

As before (see§6), the replay of disk-encrypted data vio-
lates stricter cryptographic standards such as IND-CPA. An
attacker can now infer information about the cleartext that
would otherwise have been indistinguishable if the data had
been re-encrypted or nested.

An architecturally pure implementation would separate
the network needs and vulnerabilities from the storage
needs and vulnerabilities. Returning to the OSI analogy, an
application can perform error correction itself, but one does
not therefore invade the data link layer to remove the error
checking done there. In fact, there are likely to be optimiza-
tions done for the lower layer that are not easily seen to be
subsumed by a particular implementation at a higher layer.

A vulnerability analysis for the network setting will of-
ten contain a different set of characteristics than the vul-
nerabilities for stored data. Combining network and storage
security blurs these distinctions and may introduce unex-
pected vulnerabilities.

8. Conclusions

Although there is a great deal of symmetry between stor-
age and network security, there is an equally strong set
of reasons to treat them as separate topics, both concep-
tually and architecturally. At a high level, there is sim-
ply a need to protect bits along a path between a send-
ing/storing event and a receiving/retrieving event. The sym-
metries break down on several levels, and there is signifi-
cant reason to elevate a storage system to the status of an
endpoint – an otherwise dangerous practice.

Because storage is essentially a one-way interaction be-
tween storer and retriever, the technical tools are more lim-
ited, and imposing policy and access control desires tends to
require a proxy or management system in which some de-
gree of trust must be placed. Re-encryption and algorithm
evolution may require active, ongoing management of the
data. Unlike the network setting, this tends to impose a sep-
arate endpoint betweenS andR.

Data manipulation patterns are different. In network set-
tings, messages are streamed as units, whereas in storage
settings, data is modified and accessed in arbitrary patterns.
These requirements mean that algorithms and methods op-
timized for network security are unlikely to serve the stor-
age setting well.

When networking and storage layers are blurred for opti-
mization, adverse consequences can result. The vulnerabili-
ties of networks are not necessarily correlated with the vul-
nerabilities of storage systems, and solutions for one may
be insufficient for the other.

In sum, there is a variety of reasons to dismiss the idea
that storage security is solved by leveraging network secu-
rity, despite superficial similarities.
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